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ABSTRACT

We introduce a binary�valued wavelet decomposition of
binary images� Based on simple modulo�� operations�
the transform is computationally simple and immune to
quantization e�ects� The new transform behaves like its
real�valued counterpart� In particular� it yields an out�
put similar to the thresholded output of a real wavelet
transform operating on the underlying binary image�
Using a new binary �eld transform to characterize bi�
nary �lters� binary wavelets are constructed in terms of
��band perfect reconstruction �lter banks� We include
lossless image coding results to illustrate the compact�
ness of the representation�

� INTRODUCTION

The development of wavelet theory has occurred mostly
for real�valued signals� In particular� the data to be ana�
lyzed� the families of basis functions� and the transform
coe�cients are all real�valued� In this paper� we present
a binary�valued wavelet decomposition of binary �i�e��
GF ��		 images� The binary wavelet transform that we
construct shares many of the important characteristics
of the real wavelet transform� In particular� it yields an
output that is similar to a thresholded real �eld wavelet
transform of the underlying binary image �c�f� Figs� 

and �	� Therefore� our binary wavelet transform of bi�
nary images can be used as a fast and lossless alternative
to the real�valued wavelet transform of these images in
binary image processing applications �e�g�� coding� edge
detection� recognition� etc�	�
The binary wavelet transform has several distinct ad�

vantages over the real transform when applied to thresh�
olded or binary �e�g�� �ngerprints� facsimiles	 data�
First� all data produced by the binary wavelet transform
are binary� No quantization e�ects are introduced� Sec�
ond� as modulo�� arithmetic is equivalent to exclusive�
OR operations� the transform is very fast� Finally� as
the data remains binary� operations on the transformed
data tend to be much simpler�
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Extensions of wavelet theory to �nite �elds have been
investigated� The di�culties associated with the design
of �lter banks in GF ��	 are discussed in ��� Others
have extended wavelet theory to �nite �elds with char�
acteristics other than � �e�g�� ���	� In this paper� we
extend our previous results �
�� We construct wavelet
decompositions in GF ��	 by introducing a new binary
�eld transform which characterizes the �ltering prop�
erties �e�g�� lowpass� highpass� etc�	 of binary signals�
The new transform allows us to avoid Fourier trans�
form techniques which are limited over GF ��	� Using
the new transform� we construct binary wavelets based
on ��band perfect reconstruction �lter banks in GF ��	�
The work presented here modi�es of our previous binary
�eld transform �
�� explains �lter design� and includes
experimental coding results�

� GF ��	 ALGEBRA AND NOTATION

While certain properties of matrices over the binary �eld
di�er from properties of matrices over the real �eld� ma�
trix arithmetic �i�e�� multiplication� inversion� etc�	 is
performed the same in GF ��	� The only di�erence is
that all computations are followed by a modulo�� oper�
ation� We denote by A�j� k	 the �j� k	 element of matrix
A� and by v�k	 the k element of vector v� A��� j	 and
A�i� �	 are the jth column and ith row of A� respectively�
All indices start at ��
In addition� we denote by � circ�v	 a one�circulant

matrix whose rows are generated by successive shifts by
one of the �rst row v in the matrix� We also consider
two�circulant matrices �� circ�v	 which have the form
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���
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� BINARY FIELD TRANSFORM

The Fourier transform is usually used to characterize
real�valued �lters� Unfortunately� the Fourier transform
of sequences over GF ��	 is only de�ned for sequences
of length  ���� To avoid the complexity of introducing



extension �elds� we introduce a new binary �eld trans�
form �BFT	 to characterize �ltering properties of binary
signals� Our original BFT �
� has been modi�ed here to
facilitate binary �lter design�
Instead of the traditional sine and cosine basis func�

tions� the basis functions of the BFT are rectangular
waveforms which take on values  and � with a certain
sequency� We de�ne the sequency of a binary waveform
as the number of transitions� k� from ��� to �� and �� to
��� per period divided by two for k even ��k � 	�� for
k odd	� These basis functions constitute the columns of
our BFT matrices�
The N�N BFT matrices BN are de�ned recursively�
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For N � � and even� we construct BN in terms of four
submatrices as
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The upper�left �N � �	 � �N � �	 submatrix Bul
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The matrix �sN�M is an N �M matrix that consists of
�s� Matrix BN�� is the result of applying the logical�
NOT operation to each element of the BFT matrix
BN��� For N odd� we construct BN	� and de�ne BN

as the upper�left N�N submatrixB�� � N�� � � N�	
of BN	��
By construction� each BN is invertible over GF ��	

and a closed form formula provides the inverse B��N of
BN ���� Note that our BFT matrices take an analogous
form to sequency ordered Walsh�Hadamard transform
matrices ���� In particular� the sequency ordering of the
columns corresponds to a nondecreasing sequency or�
dering of Walsh functions� As an example� consider the
��� BFT matrix �from left to right� the sequency value
of each column is �� � � �� �� 
� 
� �	
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Figure � ��band perfect reconstruction �lter bank�

� BINARY FILTER CHARACTERIZATION

Using the BFT� we replace conventional Fourier fre�
quency information with sequency information� How�
ever� the BFT of a sequence is computed in a manner
that is di�erent from that commonly associated with the
DFT� Rather than computing the matrix�vector prod�
uct B��N x for a length N sequence x� we apply B��N
to all circular shifts of x� Speci�cally� to compute the
N � N matrix BFT �X of x� we begin by forming the
equivalent one�circulant matrix X �  � circ�x	� We

then evaluate the matrix�matrix product �X � XB
��
N �

This de�nition of spectrum in GF ��	 is motivated by
the fact that a circular shift of x can lead to a di�er�
ent transform� In particular� a shift by one unit in the
discrete time domain is not equivalent to multiplication
of the transform by a simple factor as with the Fourier
transform on the real �eld� Another advantage of this
de�nition is that it allows us to de�ne the magnitude
of the spectral components of x along each BFT basis
vector simply by counting the number of ��s in the cor�
responding column of �X�
A limitation of the BFT� as de�ned above� is that

the circular convolution of two sequences is not equiv�
alent to multiplication of their transforms in the BFT
domain� In particular� a �lter that has large spectral
components at high sequencies need not be a high pass
�lter� To characterize a �lter as lowpass� highpass� etc��
we need to examine its e�ect on the basis vectors of a
BFT� This is done by evaluating the circular convolu�
tion of the �lter with each basis vector via the product
�X � XBN � Note that this is akin to evaluating a BFT
with respect to the inverse BFT matrix B��N � We refer

to �X as the �lter BFT �FBFT	 of x�

� BINARY WAVELETS

We view the design of ��band discrete orthonormal bi�
nary wavelets as equivalent to the design of a ��band
perfect reconstruction �PR	 �lter bank with added reg�
ularity conditions� The ��band PR �lter bank is shown
in Fig� � where the input signal is simultaneously passed
through lowpass L �scaling coe�cients l	 and highpass
H �wavelet coe�cients h	 �lters and then decimated
by � to give us approximation and detail components
of the original signal� The two decimated signals may
then be upsampled and passed through complementary
�lters and summed to reconstruct our original signal�



To ensure that we can perform a useful multireso�
lution decomposition and still be able to reconstruct
our original signal� the �lters must satisfy 
 constraints�
bandwidth� vanishing moments� and perfect reconstruc�
tion� A modi�ed version of the FBFT of the previ�
ous section is used to characterize the �lters L and H �
Speci�cally� since we subsample the outputs of the low�
pass and highpass �lters by �� we take into account
decimation operation by �rst forming the equivalent
two�circulant matrices �Eq� 	 L� � � � circ�l	 and
H� � �� circ�h	� Next� we compute the size N���N
decimated FBFT�s �L� and �H� by retaining every other
row of �L and �H respectively� i�e��

�L� � L�BN � �L�� � � � N � � �	
�H� � H�BN � �H�� � � � N � � �	�

�
	

For the bandwidth condition� we restrict the band�
widths of l and h to be approximately equal in size�
i�e�� the number of nonzero columns of �L� and �H� are
approximately equal� This helps maintain an even dis�
tribution of sequency content in the �lter outputs� In
addition� we require l to be a lowpass �lter� i�e�� we set
�L���� N � 	 � �N�����
The vanishing moments property of wavelets over

the real �eld ensures that the Fourier transform of the
wavelet coe�cients will have zeros of a certain order at
DC� i�e�� it will decay smoothly to zero as the frequency
approaches zero� In particular� a large number of vanish�
ing moments leaves minimal power in the low frequency
region of the Fourier transform of the wavelet which re�
sults in a better low frequency attenuation performance�
The vanishing moments constraint that real wavelet

�lters satisfy is replaced by a constraint in GF ��	 on
the number of low and high sequency basis vectors that
the highpass and lowpass �lter block respectively� As
we cannot have a �smooth� decay to zero in GF ��	� the
frequency domain smooth decay to zero as frequency
approaches zero and high attenuation characteristics at
low frequencies are replaced with multiple consecutive
zeros at low sequency in the FBFT matrix� This prop�
erty allows for a more compact representation of slowly
varying GF ��	 sequences �c�f� Sect� �	� Compactness
means here that �ltered sequences consist mostly of ze�
ros� The additional zeros at low sequency allow us to
avoid representing �passing	 the slowly varying regions
in an input sequence�
In terms of the FBFT� �H���� �	 � �N����� This equa�

tion guarantees one vanishing moment� We can maxi�
mize the number of vanishing moments by forcing the
�lter h to block the �rst N�� low sequency basis com�
ponents� i�e�� �H���� i	 � � for i � �� � � � � N�� � � As
in the real case� the resulting wavelet �lter would then
have a better highpass characteristic� Note that� similar
to the real case� we can set no more than N�� columns
of the FBFT matrix corresponding to the highpass �l�
ter equal to zero� If we try to do so� we end up with an
overdetermined and inconsistent set of equations�

Finally� we impose the perfect reconstruction con�
straint to guarantee that the binary wavelet transform is
invertible� Using the two�circulant matrices L� and H�

of the �lter coe�cients� we can compute the operation
of the �lter bank by applying the matrix

T �
h
L�
H�

i

to the length N input data sequence� Perfect recon�
struction is guaranteed if the matrix T is invertible� In
���� we show that T is invertible if and only if the �lter
coe�cients li and hi satisfy

det�T	 �

N��X
i���even

li

N��X
i���odd

hi �

N��X
i���odd

li

N��X
i���even

hi � �

Now observe that the lowpass condition on l and single
vanishing moment condition on h imply

N��X
i���even

li �
N��X
i��

hi � �� ��	

Therefore� we conclude that we must also have

N��X
i���odd

li �
N��X

i���even

hi �
N��X

i���odd

hi � � ��	

The above equations are also equivalent to �L���� �	 �
�H���� N � 	 � �N����

� EXAMPLES

We design a wavelet with � vanishing moments using the
theory described above� First� we restrict the wavelet �l�
ter coe�cients h using Eq� � which requires h� � h� �
h� � h� � � This guarantees PR and one vanishing
moment for h� The second vanishing moment requires
�second column of �H� � H�BN 	 h��h� � h��h� � ��
By combining these two sets of equations� we �nd that
h � �h� h� � � h�	 � � h�	�� Since h� � � or � we
have two possible wavelet �lters with � vanishing mo�
ments� �  � �� or �� �  �� The lowpass �lter is designed
similarly by blocking high sequency BFT basis vectors�
De�ning �D �lters as tensor products of h � �  � ��

and l � �   ��� we performed a 
�stage decomposition
of the ������� binary ship image shown in Fig� �� The
result is shown in Fig� 
� The upper�left and lower�
right subbands correspond to low sequency and high se�
quency components� respectively� Note that the higher
sequency edge transitions mapped into higher sequency
subbands� Of the original ���
� pixels� the original im�
age has 
��� nonzero pixels� while the transform has
only ��� nonzero pixels� Using an entropy�based cost
function H�p	 � �p log��p	� �� p	 log��� p	� where
where p is the number of nonzero pixels in the image
divided by the total number of pixels in the image� this
corresponds to a decrease in entropy from ����� bpp



to ���� bpp� A small value for H indicates a large
discrepancy between the number of zero and nonzero
coe�cients and a more e�cient coding representation�
A real�valued Daubechies wavelet transform with two
vanishing moments was also applied to the image� The
result of applying a threshold operator to the real�valued
wavelet decomposition is shown in Fig� �� Coe�cients
� � are shown in white� The results are almost identical�
We also coded several binary images and their cor�

responding binary wavelet transform subbands using a
run�length coder� The ���� ��� binary test images in�
cluded letters �e�g�� �a�� �b�� etc�	 and facsimiles of typed
and handwritten data� Our results� shown in Table �
indicate that entropy was signi�cantly reduced in the
transformed images� In addition� run�length results in�
dicate savings in storage requirements ranging from ���
to over ��� over similarly coded original images�

Table � Summary of Coding Results for Letters and
Facsimiles� Originals� ���x�������Bytes� H� entropy�
R�L� run�length �Bytes	�

Orig� Trans� Orig� Trans� Gain
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